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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION
___________
ELECTRICITY METERING – DATA EXCHANGE
FOR METER READING, TARIFF AND LOAD CONTROL –
Part 42: Physical layer services and procedures for
connection-oriented asynchronous data exchange

FOREWORD

2) The formal decisions or agreements of the IEC on technical matters express, as nearly as possible, an
international consensus of opinion on the relevant subjects since each technical committee has representation
from all interested National Committees.
3) The documents produced have the form of recommendations for international use and are published in the form
of standards, technical specifications, technical reports or guides and they are accepted by the National
Committees in that sense.
4) In order to promote international unification, IEC National Committees undertake to apply IEC International
Standards transparently to the maximum extent possible in their national and regional standards. Any
divergence between the IEC Standard and the corresponding national or regional standard shall be clearly
indicated in the latter.
5) The IEC provides no marking procedure to indicate its approval and cannot be rendered responsible for any
equipment declared to be in conformity with one of its standards.
The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) draws attention to the fact that it is claimed that compliance
with this International Standard may involve the use of a maintenance service concerning the stack of protocols on
which the present standard IEC 62056-42 is based.
The IEC takes no position concerning the evidence, validity and scope of this maintenance service.
The provider of the maintenance service has assured the IEC that he is willing to provide services under
reasonable and non-discriminatory terms and conditions for applicants throughout the world. In this respect, the
statement of the provider of the maintenance service is registered with the IEC. Information (see also 6.3.3) may
be obtained from:
DLMS 1 User Association
Geneva / Switzerland
www.dlms.ch

International Standard IEC 62056-42 has been prepared by IEC technical committee 13:
Equipment for electrical energy measurement and load control.
The text of this standard is based on the following documents:
FDIS

Report on voting

13/1266/FDIS

13/1272/RVD

Full information on the voting for the approval of this standard can be found in the report on
voting indicated in the above table.
_________
1 Device Language Message Specification.
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1) The IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) is a worldwide organization for standardization comprising
all national electrotechnical committees (IEC National Committees). The object of the IEC is to promote
international co-operation on all questions concerning standardization in the electrical and electronic fields. To
this end and in addition to other activities, the IEC publishes International Standards. Their preparation is
entrusted to technical committees; any IEC National Committee interested in the subject dealt with may
participate in this preparatory work. International, governmental and non-governmental organizations liaising
with the IEC also participate in this preparation. The IEC collaborates closely with the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) in accordance with conditions determined by agreement between the
two organizations.
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This publication has been drafted in accordance with the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 3.
Annexes A and B are for information only.
The committee has decided that the contents of this publication will remain unchanged until
2006. At this date, the publication will be
•
•
•
•

reconfirmed;
withdrawn;
replaced by a revised edition, or
amended.

A bilingual version of this publication may be issued at a later date.
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ELECTRICITY METERING – DATA EXCHANGE
FOR METER READING, TARIFF AND LOAD CONTROL –
Part 42: Physical layer services and procedures for
connection-oriented asynchronous data exchange

1

Scope

In annex A, an example of how this physical layer can be used for data exchange through the
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) using intelligent Hayes modems is given.
The use of the physical layer for the purposes of direct local data exchange using an optical
port or a current loop physical interface is specified in IEC 62056-21.
Annex B gives an explanation of the role of data models and protocols in electricity meter
data exchange.

2

Normative references

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document.
For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition
of the referenced document (including any amendments) applies.
IEC 60050-300:2001, International Electrotechnical Vocabulary –Electrical and electronic
measurements and measuring instruments – Part 311: General terms relating to
measurements – Part 312: General terms relating to electrical measurements – Part 313:
Types of electrical measuring instruments – Part 314: Specific terms according to the type of
instrument
IEC/TR 62051:1999, Electricity metering – Glossary of terms
IEC 62056-21, Electricity metering – Data exchange for meter reading, tariff and load control –
Part 21: Direct local data exchange 1
IEC 62056-46, Electricity metering – Data exchange for meter reading, tariff and load control –
Part 46: Data link layer using HDLC protocol 1
IEC 62056-53, Electricity metering – Data exchange for meter reading, tariff and load control –
Part 53: COSEM application layer 1
IEC 62056-61, Electricity metering – Data exchange for meter reading, tariff and load control
– Part 61: OBIS Object identification system 1
IEC 62056-62, Electricity metering – Data exchange for meter reading, tariff and load control –
Part 62: Interface objects 1
NEMA C12.21:1999, Protocol Specification for Telephone Modem Communication
_________
1

To be published.
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This part of IEC 62056 specifies the physical layer services and protocols within the
Companion Specification for Energy Metering (COSEM) three-layer connection oriented
profile for asynchronous data communication. The document does not specify physical layer
signals and mechanical aspects. Local, implementation-specific issues are also not specified.
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Terms, definitions and abbreviations

3.1

Terms and definitions

For the purpose of this part of IEC 62056, the definitions in IEC 60050-300 and IEC/TR 62051
as well as the following definitions apply:
3.1.1
client
a station asking for services, normally the master station

3.1.3
server
a station delivering services. The tariff device (meter) is normally the server, delivering the
requested values or executing the requested tasks
3.1.4
slave
station responding to requests of a master station. The tariff device (meter) is normally a
slave station
3.2

Abbreviations

COSEM

COmpanion Specification for Energy Metering

DCE

Data Communication Equipment (communications interface or modem)

DTE

Data Terminal Equipment (computers, terminals or printers)

MSC

Message Sequence Chart

PDU

Protocol Data Unit

PH

PHysical layer

PHPDU

PHysical layer Protocol Data Unit

PHSDU

PHysical layer Service Data Unit

SDU

Service Data Unit
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3.1.2
master
central station – station which takes the initiative and controls the data flow
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Overview
From the external point of view, the physical layer provides the interface between the
DTE and the DCE, see

Figure 2. Figure 1 shows a typical configuration for data exchange through a wide area
network, for example the PSTN.
COSEM server

COSEM client

DTE

DCE

Transit network

DTE
Sch lumb erg er

00001,6
(o)

kWh

N° 00012356

10 (40)A 230V 50Hz

DTE to DCE
ITU-T V series
EIA RS232, RS485
Hayes, etc...

DCE to DTE
ITU-T V series
EIA RS232, RS485
Hayes, etc…
IEC

235/02

Figure 1 – Typical PSTN configuration
From the physical connection point of view, all communications involve two sets of equipment
represented by the terms caller system and called system. The caller is the system that
decides to initiate a communication with a remote system known as the called party; these
denominations remain valid throughout the duration of the communication. A communication
is broken down into a certain number of transactions. Each transaction is represented by a
transmission from the transmitter to the receiver. During the sequence of transactions, the
caller and called systems take turns to act as transmitter and receiver.
From the data link point of view the central station normally acts as a master, taking the
initiative and controlling the data flow. The tariff device is the slave, responding to the master
station.
From the application point of view the central station normally acts as a client asking for
services, and the tariff device acts as a server delivering the requested services.
The situation involving a caller client and a called server is undoubtedly the most frequent
case, but a communication based on a caller server and a called client is also possible, in
particular to report the occurrence of an urgent alarm.
For the purpose of local data exchange, two DTEs can be directly connected using
appropriate connections.
To allow using a wide variety of media, this standard does not specify the physical layer
signals and their characteristics. However, the following assumptions are made:
•

the communication is point to point or point to multipoint;

•

both half-duplex and duplex connections are possible;

•

asynchronous transmission with 1 start bit, 8 data bits, no parity and 1 stop bit (8N1).
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From the internal point of view, the physical layer is the lowest layer in the protocol stack.

DTE

DTE

Client
application

Server
application

Application
layer
Data Link

Transit network
Data
comm.
equipment
(DCE)

layer

Physical
layer

Data
comm.
equipment
(DCE)

Application
layer
Data Link
layer
Physical
layer
IEC

236/02

Figure 2 – The location of the physical layer
This standard defines the services of the physical layer towards its peer layer(s) and the
upper layers, and the protocol of the physical layer.

5

Service specification

5.1

List of services

ITU-T X.211 defines a set of capabilities to be made available by the physical layer over the
physical media. These capabilities are available via service primitives, as follows:
5.1.1

Connection establishment/release related services

PH-CONNECT.request / PH-CONNECT.indication / PH-CONNECT.confirm
PH-ABORT.request / PH-ABORT.confirm / PH-ABORT.indication
5.1.2

Data communication services

PH-DATA.request / PH-DATA.indication
5.1.3

Layer management services

In addition to the services above, some additional physical layer services may be necessary,
which are used by or provided for the layer management process, which is part of the
application process. Some examples are given below:
PH-INITIALIZE.request / PH-INITIALIZE.confirm
PH-GET_VALUE.request / PH-GET_VALUE.confirm
PH-SET_VALUE.request / PH-SET_VALUE.confirm
PH-LM_EVENT.indication
As these services are of local importance only, their definition is not within the scope of this
standard.
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Use of the physical layer services

Application

Figure 3 shows how different service users use the service primitives of the physical layer.

Layer management
process

Application process

Physical
connection
manager

AL management
services

Application layer

Protocol

Data link layer

PH-DATA.req /.ind
PH-ABORT.ind
PH management
services

Physical layer
IEC

237/02

Figure 3 – Protocol layer services of the COSEM 3-layer connection oriented profile
As is shown in Figure 3, the connection establishment/release services are used by and
provided for the physical connection manager application process, and not the data link layer.
The reasons for this are explained in 6.3.1.
5.3

Service definitions

5.3.1

PH-CONNECT.request

Function
This primitive is invoked by the service user entity to request the setting up of a physical
connection to a remote device.
NOTE

In the COSEM environment, it is the physical connection manager application process.

Service parameters
The semantics of the primitive is as follows:
PH-CONNECT.request
(
PhConnType,
PhConnReqParams
)
The PhConnType parameter specifies the type of connection requested, for example direct
connection, PSTN modem connection, etc. This standard does not specify data/type(s) and/or
value(s) for this parameter, because this is a local issue only.
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Connect/disconnect and
data related services
DL management
services

PH-CONNECT.req /.cnf /.ind
PH-ABORT.req /.cnf /.ind
PH-DATA.req /.ind

ASO services
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The structure and the contents of the PhConnReqParams parameter depend on the value of
the PhConnType parameter. For example, in the case of a PSTN connection it includes the
phone number of the remote station, etc. As – similarly to the PhConnType parameter – the
PhConnReqParams parameter contains implementation dependent data, data types/values for
this parameter are not specified in this standard.
Use
The PH-CONNECT.request primitive is used for the establishment of a physical connection.
The receipt of this primitive causes the PH-Layer entity to perform the required actions, for
example dial the specified phone number, to establish a physical connection with the peer
physical layer entity. An example of these actions in the case of an intelligent Hayes modem
is given in annex A.
PH-CONNECT.indication

Function
This primitive is generated by the physical layer entity to indicate to the service user entity
that a remote device requests that a physical connection to the local physical layer be
established.
Service parameters
The semantics of the primitive is as follows:
PH-CONNECT.indication ( )
Use
The PH-CONNECT.indication primitive is used by the PH entity to indicate to the service user
entity that a remote device requests that a physical connection be established.
5.3.3

PH-CONNECT.confirm

Function
This primitive is generated by the PH entity to convey the results of the associated PHCONNECT.request to the service user entity.
Service parameters
The semantics of the primitive is as follows:
PH-CONNECT.confirm
(
Result,
PhConnCnfParams
)
The result parameter indicates whether the attempt to set up a physical connection was
successful or not.
The structure and the value of the PhConnCnfParams parameter depend on the physical
connection type of the corresponding CONNECTION.request service, which is actually being
confirmed. For example, in the case of a PSTN connection it may include parameters of the
established connection (V22, baud-rate, etc.). Data types and values for either the Result or
the PhConnCnfParams parameter are not specified in this standard.
If the connection could not be established due to a local error – for example the phone line is
not available – the PH-CONNECT.confirm service is locally generated.
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Use
The PH-CONNECT.confirm primitive is used by the PH entity to convey the results of the
associated PH-CONNECT.request.
5.3.4

PH-ABORT.request

Function
This primitive is invoked by the service user entity to request the disconnection of an existing
physical connection.
Service parameters
The semantics of the primitive is as follows:

Use
The PH-ABORT.request primitive is used to request the physical layer entity to terminate an
existing physical connection.
5.3.5

PH-ABORT.confirm

Function
This primitive is generated by the physical layer entity to indicate to the service user entity
whether the request to terminate the physical connection was successful or not.
Service parameters
The semantics of the primitive is as follows:
PH-ABORT.confirm
(
Result
)
The Result parameter carries the result of the physical disconnection attempt.
Use
The PH-ABORT.confirm primitive is used by the PH entity to confirm to the service user entity
the result of a physical disconnection attempt.
5.3.6

PH-ABORT.indication

Function
This primitive is generated by the physical layer entity to indicate to the service user entity a
non-requested termination of a physical connection.
Service parameters
The semantics of the primitive is as follows:
PH-ABORT.indication( )
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PH-ABORT.request ( )
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Use
The PH-ABORT.indication primitive is used by the PH entity to inform the service user entity
that a physical connection has been unexpectedly terminated.
5.3.7

PH-DATA.request

Function
This primitive is invoked by the service user entity to request sending a data byte to one or
several remote PH entity or entities using the PH transmission procedures.
Service parameters
The semantics of this primitive is as follows:

The data parameter carries the byte to be transmitted by the PH layer entity.
Use
The PH-DATA.request primitive is used by the service user entity whenever data is to be
transmitted to its peer entity or entities.
The receipt of this primitive causes the PH entity to perform all PH specific actions and pass
the PH service data unit – the received byte – to the physical data interface for transfer to the
peer PH entity or entities.
5.3.8

PH-DATA.indication

Function
This primitive is used to transfer data from the PH entity to the service user entity.
Service parameters
The semantics of this primitive is as follows:
PH-DATA.indication
(
Data
)
The data parameter carries the received byte as received by the local PH entity.
Use
The PH-DATA.indication primitive is used by the PH entity to indicate to the service user
entity the arrival of a valid data byte.
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PH-DATA.request
(
Data
)
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Protocol specification

6.1

Physical layer protocol data unit (PHPDU)

The PHPDU is specified to be one byte. For transmission purposes however this data byte
may be extended (error detection / correction) or modified (bit-stuffing) by the modem device,
depending on the modulation scheme used. See also explanation to Figure A.4 – Data
exchange between the calling and called stations.
6.2

Transmission order and characteristics

All characteristics of the physical medium and the signal(s) used on this medium are not in
the scope of this international standard.
6.3
6.3.1

Physical layer operation – description of the procedures
General

The physical layer – together with the physical media – is a shared resource for the higher
protocol layers. Multiple higher layer connections/associations can be modelled as different
instances of the protocol stack, which need to share the resources of the physical layer.
For this reason, the physical connection manager application process manages the physical
connection establishment and release – see 6.3.2 and 6.3.5. Any application process wishing
to use the COSEM protocol shall check the connection state of the physical layer before
requesting a connection. If the physical layer is in non-connected state, it shall request the
physical connection manager to establish the connection. If the application layer (see IEC
62056-53) invokes an COSEM-OPEN.request service and the corresponding physical
connection is not established, the COSEM-OPEN.request will be locally confirmed with error =
NO_PHYSICAL_CONNECTION (see in detail in IEC 62056-53).
Once the physical connection is established, the physical layer is ready to transmit data.
An optional identification service – as described in 6.3.3 – is available. This enables the client
to identify the protocol stack implemented in the server.
After the identification procedure is completed – or if it is not used – the upper protocol layers
and the applications can exchange data – see 6.3.4. The user of the PH-DATA services is the
next protocol layer above the physical layer.
A physical disconnection may be requested by the physical connection manager (either on
the server or the client side), or may occur in an unsolicited manner (e.g. the phone
exchange cuts the line). While physical disconnection management is the exclusive
responsibility of the physical connection manager, indication of an unsolicited disconnection
(PH-ABORT.indication) is sent both to the next protocol layer and to the physical connection
manager. See 6.3.5.
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The PHSDU byte – the data parameter of the PH-DATA services – shall be completed with
one start bit and one stop bit before transmission. The resulting frame shall be transmitted
starting with the start bit, followed by the least significant bit first, with the least significant bit
identified as bit 0 and the most significant bit as bit 7.
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Setting up a physical connection

Both the client and the server device can act as a calling device, initiating a physical
connection to a remote device, which is the called device.
The execution of the PH-CONNECT.request service depends on the physical connection type
and on the modem used.
In Annex A, an example is given as to how this is performed in the case when intelligent
Hayes modems are used through the PSTN.
In other cases, all the operations required – dialling, handling eventual error messages (busy,
etc… ), negotiating the line modulation/baud-rate parameters, etc. – might be executed by the
physical layer itself.

At the called device side, when the physical connection initiation is detected, the connection
needs to be managed: negotiated and accepted or refused. These actions – similarly for the
execution of the PH-CONNECT.request service – depend on the physical connection type and
on the modem used, and might be done in an autonomous manner or by the physical layer
itself. The specification of these actions is not within the scope of this standard.
When the physical layers of the Calling and Called device complete establishing (or not
establishing) the required physical connection, they inform the service user entity about the
result, using the PH-CONNECT.confirm (calling side) and the PH-CONNECT.indication (called
side) service primitives. In this COSEM profile, the service user of these service primitives is
exclusively the physical connection manager process.
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In order to allow using a wide variety of physical connection types, this international standard
does not specify how the execution of the PH-CONNECT.request should be done.
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Figure 4 – MSC for physical connection establishment
As it is shown in Figure 4, this standard specifies only the PH-CONNECT.request/ .confirm/
.indication services: all other eventual message exchanges (A, B, C,….I) are out of the scope
of this standard.
6.3.3
6.3.3.1

The identification service
General

The optional identification service is an application level service. Its purpose is to allow the
client to obtain information about the protocol stack implemented in the server. Consequently,
the identification service does not use the whole protocol stack; identification messages are
exchanged directly between the application processes of the client and the server, using
the data services of the physical layer. If more than one server is used in a multidrop
configuration, the client is able to identify the protocol stack in each.
The identification service shall be the first service after establishing the physical connection.
Although the connection can be initiated either by the client or the server, the identification
request is always issued by the client.
NOTE As the identification service is the first service after establishing a physical connection, the physical
connection manager application process could also provide this service.

6.3.3.2

Identification service message specification

IDENTIFY.request
The IDENTIFY.request message is issued by the application process of the client.
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IDENTIFY.request ::= SEQUENCE
{
IDENTIFY-Request-ID

Unsigned8 = 0x20 1) ,

Multidrop-Device-ID

OCTET STRING( SIZE (2) ) OPTIONAL

}
When the multidrop-device-ID parameter is present, it addresses one physical device on a
multi-drop configuration. Only the addressed device shall respond.
NOTE

In multidrop configurations, the client has to send the I-command with an address field.

IDENTIFY.response
The IDENTIFY.response message is issued by the application process of the server and
carries the result of the identification request: the protocol standard, version and revision
information or an error message. On the client side, this is an IDENTIFY.confirm message.
IDENTIFY.response ::= SEQUENCE
{
success-code Unsigned8 = <OK>

-- 2)

std-protocol-id

Unsigned8,

-- 2)

std-protocol-ver

Unsigned8,

-- 2)

std-protocol-rev

Unsigned8

-- 2)

}
NOTE

The response – in case of success – shall be sent with a delay of 1 500 ms maximum.

The following codes shall be used, in conformance with NEMA C12.21:
success-code

–

0x00

std-protocol-id

–

0x04

std-protocol-ver

–

0x01

std-protocol-rev

–

0x00

If there was a problem with the identification message received, the received message shall
be discarded and no response shall be sent. Otherwise, the response contains the success
code <OK> and the identifier, version and revision of the protocol stack implemented. These
identifiers are administrated by the DLMS User Association.
Important note: The IDENTIFY.request/.response messages are not encoded in A-XDR, like
other PDUs: they are encoded simply as a sequence of bytes. This means that the
IDENTIFY.request/indication message contains one byte or three bytes when the optional
multidrop-device-id is present. The IDENTIFY.response/.confirm message contains four bytes
in case of success.

_________
1)

In order to ensure compliance to existing implementations, the ASCII code of the ‘I’ character (0x49) may also
be used as Identify-Request-ID.

2)

As specified in NEMA C12.21.
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If the server side physical layer accepts this message as an identification message, it will be
indicated to the identification service user application process as an IDENTIFY.indication
message.
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Identification service protocol specification

Figure 5 shows the message sequence chart of the identification service in the case of
success.
Client side
identification
service
user
application process

Client side
identification
service
provider
application process

Client physical
layer

Server physical
layer

Server side
identification service
provider
application process

Server side
identification
service
user
application process

Physical connection is established
IDENTIFY.request

PH-DATA.ind
(0x20)

IDENTIFY.indication

IDENTIFY.resonse (
<ok>,
<std>,
<id>,
PH-DATA.req (<std>)
<rev>)
PH-DATA.req (<ok>)

PH-DATA.ind (<ok>)

PH-DATA.ind (<std>)

PH-DATA.req (<id>)

IDENTIFY.confirm (
PH-DATA.ind (<id>)
<ok>,
<std>,
<id>, PH-DATA.ind (<rev>)
<rev>)

PH-DATA.req (<rev>)

IEC
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Figure 5 – MSC for IDENTIFY.request/.response message exchange
Figure 6 shows the partial state-machine of the identification service of the server side
physical layer.

Physical disconnection
demanded/detected

DISCONNECTED
IDLE

Physical connection
established

Physical disconnection
demanded/detected
PH-DATA.req
Wait
reception

Send byte

Byte received
Byte received
Put byte into buffer;
Nb_of_received_char++ ;

Identification is
in progress

End of message

PH-DATA.req

PH-DATA.ind(Byte1),
[PH-DATA.ind(Byte2),
PH-DATA.ind(Byte3)]

Send byte

No
Nb_of_received_char>3

Yes

Data communications
(identification is over)

CONNECTED

IEC
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Figure 6 – Handling the identification service at the COSEM server side
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The COSEM server physical layer enters the CONNECTED macro-state following the
establishment of the physical connection and waits for the first byte of the IDENTIFY.request
message in the ‘wait reception’ state.
The IDENTIFY.request message contains one or three bytes. For coherency, it shall be sent
with the timing constraints of the data link layer (inter-character- and response time-outs).
When this first character is received, the physical layer enters the ‘identification is in
progress’ state, waiting for more bytes or an inter-frame time-out, meaning the end of the
message.

On the other hand, if no end of message condition is detected before receiving the fourth
incoming byte, the physical layer considers that the identification process is over, and enters
into ‘data communications’ state. The incoming bytes shall be sent, using the PHDATA.indication service, to the service user upper protocol layer. In the 3-layer, connectionoriented, HDLC based COSEM profile this is the MAC sub-layer. Within this connection, the
physical layer can not return to the identification stage.
NOTE 1 The basic assumption of this state machine is that any upper layer PDU (here it is the MPDU) is longer
than three characters.
NOTE 2 The state machine shown in Figure 6 is not complete, for example it is not indicated where the
Nb_of_received_char layer parameter is set to its initial value; exit conditions and transitions from the ‘data
communications’ state are not shown.
NOTE 3 This identification service definition ensures backward compatibility with client systems, which are not
using the optional identification service. If the first message of the client is not an IDENTIFY.request – but longer
than three characters – it shall be given to the data link layer and the identification stage is over, too.

The partial state machine for the client side physical layer is shown in Figure 7.
DISCONNECTED

Physical disconnection
demanded/detected

IDLE

PH-CONNECT.ind
PH-CONNECT.req

PH-CONNECT.cnf (ERROR)

Wait
PH-connection

PH-ABORT.ind

PH-CONNECT.cnf(OK)

Byte received
PH-DATA.ind
(
Byte
)

CONNECTED
PH-DATA.req
Send byte
CONNECTED

IEC

Figure 7 – Partial state machine for the client side physical layer
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If the end of message condition is detected before receiving more than three bytes the
physical layer considers the message received as an IDENTIFY.request message. It sends
the bytes received to the (physical connection manager) application process using the PHDATA.indication service and returns to the ‘wait reception’ state, allowing resolution of
eventual errors.
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The client side physical layer uses a layer parameter, ‘Destination_process’, to decide where
to send the data received. The layer parameter shall be managed by the layer management
application process. When this parameter is not set (NULL), the physical layer shall send PHDATA.indications to the (physical connection manager) application process. When the
identification phase is over, the client application shall set the ‘destination_process’
parameter to point to the next upper layer of the protocol stack (the MAC sub-layer). From this
moment PH-DATA.indications (and, in the case of a physical connection interruption, a copy
of the PH-ABORT.indication) shall be sent to the upper protocol layer.
6.3.4

Data communications

Once the physical layer exits from the identification stage, it enters into the data
communications stage, where PH-DATA.request and PH-DATA.indication services are
exclusively used by the upper protocol layer, which is the data link layer IEC 62056-46.

6.3.5

Disconnection of an existing physical connection

Either the client or the server can initiate the disconnection of an existing physical connection.
This takes place by the physical connection manager application process invoking the PHABORT.request service, as it is shown in Figure 3.
The physical layer tries to disconnect the current physical connection and informs the
requestor about the result via the PH-ABORT.confirm service.
The PH-ABORT.request service is always locally confirmed: the remote unit does not receive
any message; it simply detects the disruption of the physical channel (e.g. the carrier is no
longer available).
When the client or the server detects a physical disconnection – this can be the result of a
PH-ABORT.request service invocation in the remote station but also due to a line error – the
physical layer shall indicate this event using the PH-ABORT.indication service primitive. This
service primitive shall be sent not only to the physical connection manager application
process but also to the next higher protocol layer. This information is necessary for the upper
layers to correctly close their connections after the disruption of the physical channel.
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The physical layer is not responsible for any data flow control function: the data received with
a PH-DATA.request shall be either transmitted immediately, or – when a physical data flow
control is implemented – shall overwrite the previous, not yet transmitted byte. As the PHDATA.request service is neither locally nor remotely confirmed, no error shall be signalled in
this latter case.
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Annex A
(informative)
An example: PH-layer service primitives and Hayes commands

A.1

General

The purpose of this annex is to describe the principles of using an intelligent modem below
the physical layer interface. It is not the intention to give a complete reference of the Hayes
command set or the possibilities provided by the physical layer.

A.2

Physical layer services and related message exchanges

In the following subclauses the use of the various commands is explained using examples and
message sequence charts.
A.2.1

PH-CONNECT.request

The DTE requests to establish a physical connection with a remote DTE by transmitting the
dial command together with the phone number to the DCE (ATDPhoneNumber).
Example:

ATD049515101188

dials the phone number 049515101188 using the default dialling mode.

Calling DTE
(physical
connection
manager)

DTE
physical layer

Calling DCE

PH-CONNECT.request
(
PhConnType = PSTN,
PhConnReqParams
)
"ATD049515101188"

IEC

Figure A.1 – MSC for physical connection request
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The Hayes command set is mainly used in the PSTN modem environment. There is a
difference between the command mode and the data transmission mode. In command mode,
all commands are issued with a leading "AT". This enables the modem to adapt automatically
to the baud rate and line parameters on DTE/DCE side. In data transmission mode, all data is
passed to the remote DCE. Data are buffered if an additional data correction or compression
mode is enabled.
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As it is shown, the physical layer extracts the telephone number from the PhConnReqParams
service parameter, and sends it as a series of ASCII characters headed by the “ATD” Hayes
command identifier to the DCE. No more action is required in the physical layer – off hook the
line, dialling and analyzing the result is done by the DCE in an autonomous way (that is why
this type of modem is called ‘intelligent’). The physical layer simply waits the result of the
command execution – which is sent back by the DCE in the form of a Hayes message, as it is
shown in Figure A.2.
A.2.2

PH-CONNECT.confirm

When the DCE is in ASCII mode, it generates one of the following messages after trying to
dial the previously received phone number:

ERROR: indicates a general error or an invalid dial command.
NO DIALTONE: indicates that there was no dial tone detected within the given timeout period.
NO CARRIER: indicates that the connection has not been established because there was no
carrier detected from the remote DCE.
BUSY: indicates that the connection has not been established because the remote DCE is
busy.
When the physical layer receives any of these messages, it generates a PHCONNECT.confirm service primitive with the correct service parameters to the service user,
the physical connection manager application process.
Figure A.2 shows the complete message sequence at the CALLING station in case of
successful physical connection establishment.

Calling DTE
(physical
connection
manager)

DTE
physical layer

Calling DCE

PH-CONNECT.request
(
PhConnType = PSTN,
PhConnReqParams
)
"ATD049515101188"

PH-CONNECT.confirm
(
Result = OK,
PhConnCnfParams
)

Off-hook,
dial,
connect
"CONNECT"

IEC
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Figure A.2 – Physical connection establishment at the CALLING station
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CONNECT: indicates that the connection has been established successfully. After issuing the
connect message, the DCE switches to the data transmission mode.
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A.2.3

PH-CONNECT.indication

A DCE indicates an incoming call by issuing the RING message to the DTE. If the DCE was
switched to the AutoAnswer mode during the initialize procedure, it does not send RING
messages, but tries to establish the connection automatically after detecting the specified
number of ring signals.
If the auto answer mode is disabled, the PH entity can decide whether to pick up the phone by
using the "ATA" command or not. This may be applicable if the server maintains time
windows to answer the phone.
Messages to the DTE:
RING: Indicates an incoming call.

ATA: Answer the incoming call.
In both cases, the DCE signals the result in the same way as it was discussed at PHCONNECT.confirm.
A simplified message sequence of a complete physical connection establishment is shown in
Figure A.3, when the DCE is not working in AutoAnswer mode.
Calling DTE
(physical
connection
manager)

DTE
physical layer

Calling DCE

PH-CONNECT.request
(
PhConnType=PSTN,
PhConnReqParams
)
"ATD049515101188"

PSTN

DTE
physical layer

Called DCE

Called DTE
(physical
connection
manager)

Off-hook
Dial-Tone
Dialing

Ring

Ring-tone

"RING"

Ring

Ring-tone

"RING"
"ATA"
Off-hook

PH-CONNECT.confirm
(
Result = OK,
PhConnCnfParams "CONNECT"
)

PSTN connection is established
Send carrier
Send carrier

"CONNECT"
PH-CONNECT.indication

IEC
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Figure A.3 – MSC for physical connection establishment

A.2.4

PH-DATA.request / .indication

Assuming that a connection with a remote DCE was established before and that the DCE is in
data transmission mode now, all data passed to the local DCE will be transmitted to the
remote DCE.
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Commands to the DCE:
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Service user
application
process or
protocol layer
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DTE
physical layer

PH-DATA.req(DATA)

Calling DCE

PSTN

Called DCE

DTE
physical layer

Service user
application
process or
protocol layer

Data
Data

Data
PH-DATA.ind(DATA)
PH-DATA.req(DATA1)
Data1

Data1
PH-DATA.ind(DATA1)

IEC
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Figure A.4 – Data exchange between the calling and called stations
Please note that there is a difference between the actual data formats:
•

“DATA/(DATA1)”, the service parameter of the
DATA.request/indicate is specified in 6.1 as one byte.

•

“Data/(Data1)” is a frame containing the data with some additional bits for the
asynchronous transmission (start and stop bit).

•

“Data/(Data1)”, the information exchanged between the two DCEs might contain even
more bits for the purpose of error detection/correction functions) and/or could be encoded
for the data transmission purposes.

A.2.5

data

communication

services

PH-ABORT.request /.confirm

Before the connection can be terminated, the modem has to be switched to local command
mode first.
For this purpose, the Hayes environment provides an escape sequence defined as:
•

1 second idle state (no data transmission);

•

sending 3 plus "+++" characters;

•

1 second idle state again.

The DCE confirms the command mode with an OK message (but the connection is still valid).
The connection can be terminated now using the OnHook "ATH" command.
Messages to the DTE:
OK: DCE is in command mode again.
Commands to the DCE:
ATH: terminate the connection (OnHook)
If the OnHook command was successful, the DCE responds with the NO_CARRIER message,
otherwise an ERROR message is returned.
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NO_CARRIER: connection was successfully aborted.
ERROR: the OnHook command failed, connection is still available.
A.2.6

PH-ABORT.indication

If the carrier is lost, the local DCE issues the "NO_CARRIER" message. The DTE is not able
to determine the reasons for losing the carrier; one of the reasons can be that the remote DTE
terminated the connection.
Once the physical layer has received this message, it should use the PH-ABORT.indication
service primitive to indicate the termination of the connection.
NO_CARRIER : connection was aborted by the remote DCE or due an error condition.

Abort requestor
(physical
connection
manager)

DCE1

DTE
physical layer

PSTN

DCE2

DTE
physical layer

Physical
connection
manager

DTE
data link layer

PH-ABORT.req
1 second pause
"+++"
1 second pause
"OK"
"ATH"
No carrier is sent anymore by DCE1
"NO_CARRIER"

ON_HOOK
ON_HOOK
PH-ABORT.cnf
(Result = OK)

NO_CARRIER

"ATH"
ON_HOOK

"OK"
PH-ABORT.ind()
PH-ABORT.ind()

IEC

Figure A.5 – MSC for a physical disconnection
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Figure A.5 shows an example for physical disconnection.
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Annex B
(informative)
Data model and protocol
The data model uses generic building blocks to define the complex functionality of the
metering equipment. It provides a view of this functionality of the meter as it is available at its
interface(s). The model does not cover internal, implementation-specific issues.
The communication protocol defines how the data can be accessed and exchanged.
This is illustrated in Figure B.1 below:

Register
Attribute(s)
1. logical_name
2. value
3. scaler-unit
Method(s)
1. reset
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1. Modeling

COSEM Interface Objects

(static)
(dyn.)
(static)

n
ti o
a
ci
so Version=0
0..n
Class_id=3,
s
Data Type
Min
A Max Def
octet-string
er
instance specifics
scal_unit_type
U
S
m/o
M
o
DL

Protocol Services to access
attributes and methods
2. Messaging

Communication Protocol

Messages:
Service_Id( Class_Id, Instance_Id, Attribute_Id/Method_Id )
Encoding: (APDU)
C0 01 00 03 01 01 01 08 00 FF 02

3. Transporting

O
IS

,

C
IE

,..

.

IEC
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Figure B.1 – The three-step approach of COSEM
•

The COSEM specification details metering domain specific interface classes. The
functionality of the meter is defined by the instances of these interface classes, called
COSEM objects. This is defined in IEC 62056-62. Logical names, identifying the COSEM
objects are defined in IEC 62056-61.

•

The attributes and methods of these COSEM objects can be accessed and used via the
messaging services of the application layer.

•

The lower layers of the protocol transport the information.
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